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Preface

After attending several international academic conferences for more

than 20 years, Gabriela Alvarado and Howard Thomas have witnessed

how the level of awareness of Latin American business schools and their

activities have increased through time. Yet, it is still relatively low when

compared to the publicity that schools from other parts of the world

have achieved. In addition, not much has been written about Latin

American management education despite efforts such as those made by

CLADEA in advancing the quality and awareness of Latin American

schools.
Hence, this research project got under way motivated by the opportu-

nity of sharing the progress that Latin American business education has

made over the last decades with management education colleagues out-

side the region. It was also catalyzed by the strong spirit of collabora-

tion and friendship among the authors. However, when conducting the

interviews and developing the manuscript, a further opportunity pre-

sented itself: namely, providing some insights that could aid Latin

American management educators in reflecting on the current state of

business education on the continent and actions that need to be under-

taken to strengthen its positioning within the international academic

and business community in the years to come.
As such, this volume on Latin American business education adds to

previous work by Howard Thomas, Lynne Thomas, Michelle Lee, and

Alexander Wilson (Emerald, 2013, 2014, 2016, 2017) about management

education in different regions across the globe. Thus, it sharpens our

understanding of the similarities and differences between business

schools across geography and time and it allows us to examine system-

atic differences in the business models and performance of business

schools across continents. It is based on the responses from a number of

face-to-face in-depth interviews with rectors, deans, and influential edu-

cators from leading business schools in Latin America, and follows a

past, present, and future perspective on the growth of management

education.
After providing a brief overview of the main historical, cultural,

social, political, and economic aspects of the Latin American continent,

the book describes the evolutionary path of business education in the



region until its current state. In particular, it analyzes and interprets the

major events, key issues, the impact of different actors, main changes,

and “blind spots” in the evolution of management education in Latin

America over the last 10 years. The book then identifies the biggest

ongoing challenges confronting business education on the continent and

discusses whether a Latin American model for management education

is a realistic proposition. Finally, it explores how the competitive envi-

ronment of business education in the region will evolve over the next 10

years, outlines a set of potential scenarios, and examines critical issues

for the future.
We hope this book will contribute and, more importantly, create an

open debate among Latin American management educators about the

future evolution of business education on the continent. Clearly our

main aim is to spark a growing interest from global stakeholders about

Latin American business schools and their role in growing and develop-

ing inclusive growth in Latin America.

xiv Preface



Chapter 1

Latin America: Countries with a

Common Past Facing Different

Realities

The evolution and the major challenges facing management education

in Latin America are strongly related to its history, culture, and eco-

nomic development. This chapter provides a brief introduction to, and

overview of, the main historical, cultural, social, political, and economic

aspects characterizing the Latin American region.
The term Latin America is generally used to refer to all countries in the

Americas south of the US where the Spanish or Portuguese languages are

dominant, and which were Spanish or Portuguese colonies in the past.
By this definition, Latin America is equivalent to “Ibero-America,”

where the prefix Ibero relates to the Iberian Peninsula in Europe.

Another important term to be aware of is Hispanic America, which com-

prises Spanish-speaking countries in the Americas. Hispanic America

differs from Ibero-America in that the latter includes Hispanic America

and Brazil and sometimes the Iberian Peninsula as well.
However, for the purpose of this book, the analysis will focus on the

countries of the Latin America mainland.
This book offers a detailed examination of the common cultural ele-

ments of Latin America, particularly its colonial history; its demo-

graphic structure and social development; its legal and regulatory

framework; its main governance concerns; its economic growth and the

extent of international trade and global connections; and its distinctive

management profile.
These elements are analyzed using data from various international

organizations such as the International Monetary Fund, the World

Bank, the International Communication Union, and Transparency

International. Some data were also gathered from the US Central

Intelligence Agency (CIA).



Common Historical and Cultural Aspects among Latin

American Countries

Mainland Latin America is regarded as being composed of 20 countries
and one dependent territory. Geographically, it can be divided into three
sub-regions: North America (Mexico), Central America, and South
America.

Central America is bordered by Mexico to the north, Colombia to
the southeast, the Caribbean Sea to the east, and the Pacific Ocean to
the west. It comprises seven countries: Belize, Guatemala, Honduras, El
Salvador, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, and Panama, which together repre-
sent almost 8% of the population in the region (IMF, 2017).

South America is bounded by Panama to the northwest, the Caribbean
Sea to the north, the Atlantic Ocean to the northeast, east, and south-
east, and the Pacific Ocean to the west. It has more than 70% of the
total population of mainland Latin America (IMF, 2017) and consists
of 12 countries: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador,
Guyana, Paraguay, Peru, Suriname, Uruguay, and Venezuela, and
French Guiana, a French dependency.

The Latin America region shares a common history of colonial rule,
mainly Spanish, which lasted three centuries. As Table 1.1 shows, 16 of
the 20 countries on the Latin American mainland were Spanish colonies
from the late fifteenth century till the end of the eighteenth century and
gained independence between 1810 and 1825.

Of the four remaining countries, Brazil was colonized by the Portu-
guese and became independent in 1822 while Belize officially became a
colony of British Honduras in 1854 and its independence was delayed
until 1981 due to territorial disputes between the UK and Guatemala.

Guyana, originally a Dutch colony in the seventeenth century,
became a British territory in 1815 and achieved independence from the
UK in 1966. Suriname was initially explored by the Spaniards in the six-
teenth century, colonized by the UK in the mid-seventeenth century and
later became a Dutch colony in 1667, gaining its independence from the
Netherlands in 1975.

The shared experience of colonization by the Spaniards among most
Latin American countries exposed them to two critical cultural aspects:
their language and religion, as shown in Table 1.1.

Spanish is the official language of most nations on the Latin America
mainland and is spoken as a first language by more than 60% of the
population. Portuguese is uniquely spoken in Brazil, the largest and
most populous Latin American country with over 35% of the aggregate

2 Latin America: Management Education’s Growth



Table 1.1. Colonization and Main Languages and Religions in Latin America.

Country Colonized By Year of

Independence

Main Languages Main Religions

Argentina Spain 1816 Spanish (official) Roman Catholic 92%

Belize UK 1981 English 62.9% (official),
Spanish 56.6%, Creole
44.6%, and Maya 10.5%

Roman Catholic 40.1%
and Protestant 31.5%

Bolivia Spain 1825 Spanish 60.7%, Quechua
21.2%, and Aymara
14.6%a

Roman Catholic 76.8%,
Evangelical and
Pentecostal 8.1%, and
Protestant 7.9%

Brazil Portugal 1822 Portuguese (official) Roman Catholic 64.6%
and Protestant 22.2%

Chile Spain 1810 Spanish 99.5% (official)
and English 10.2%

Roman Catholic 66.7%
and Evangelical or
Protestant 16.4%

Colombia Spain 1810 Spanish (official) Roman Catholic 79% and
Protestant 14%

Costa Rica Spain 1821 Spanish (official) Roman Catholic 76.3%
and Evangelical 13.7%

Ecuador Spain 1822 Spanish 93% (official) Roman Catholic 74% and
Evangelical 10.4%
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Table 1.1. (Continued )

Country Colonized By Year of

Independence

Main Languages Main Religions

El Salvador Spain 1821 Spanish (official) Roman Catholic 50% and
Protestant 36%

Guatemala Spain 1821 Spanish 60% (official) and
Amerindian languages
40%

Roman Catholic

Guyana The Netherlands/UK 1966b English(official) Protestant 34.8%, Hindu
24.8%, Roman Catholic
7.1%, and Muslim 6.8%

Honduras Spain 1821 Spanish (official) Roman Catholic 46% and
Protestant 41%

Mexico Spain 1821c Spanish only 92.7% and
Spanish and indigenous
languages 5.7%

Roman Catholic 82.7%

Nicaragua Spain 1821 Spanish 95.3% (official) Roman Catholic 51.6%
and Evangelical 33.9%

Panama Spain 1821d Spanish (official) Roman Catholic 85% and
Protestant 15%

Paraguay Spain 1811 Spanish (official) and
Guaranı́ (official)

Roman Catholic 89.6%
and Protestant 6.2%
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Peru Spain 1821 Spanish 84.1%, Quechua
13%, and Aymara 1.7%a

Roman Catholic 81.3%
and Evangelical 12.5%

Suriname UK/The Netherlands 1975e Dutch (official) Protestant 23.6%, Hindu
22.3%, Roman Catholic
21.6%, and Muslim
13.8%

Uruguay Spain 1825f Spanish (official) Roman Catholic 47.1%,
Christians 11.1%, and
non-denominational
23.2%

Venezuela Spain 1811 Spanish (official) Roman Catholic 96%

Source: CIA (2017).

Notes: aAll official.
bDutch colony until 1815 when it became a British possession.
c1810 (declared), 1821 (recognized by Spain).
d1821 (from Spain), 1903 (from Colombia).
eBritish colony until 1667 when it became a Dutch colony.
fColonized by Spain but annexed by Brazil in 1821, it declared its independence from the latter four years later.
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